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Abstract

facturability (“design for manufacturability”, DFM) as
well as to reach acceptable reliability and availability
levels (“design for reliability”, DFR). The goal in
robust circuit design is to find a good trade-off
between desired design features, quality and cost rather
than working with worst case assumptions.
Recent approaches try to effectively combine affordable solutions at all levels of the design. A prominent example is Razor register, where flip-flops are
combined with shadow registers to deal with delayerrors [6, 7]. Delay-error detection is accomplished by
comparing flip-flops with the contents of the shadow
latches, and the backup values in the shadow latches
can be used for rollback and recovery after a timing
error. This time redundancy is exploited to allow an
aggressive scaling of the supply voltage, where error
rates up to several thousand errors per second are considered to support a low power system operation. Another application of time redundancy is the GRAAL
architecture featuring a level sensitive design with two
non-overlapping clocks [15]. Here delay-error detection is possible even without extra latches, and rollback
and recovery is supported by extra backup flip-flops.
Other approaches address soft error mitigation, as for
example the schemes proposed in [12, 14].
While these advanced design techniques ensure a
robust behavior, testing still has to address the circuit
structure to identify permanent defects. However, standard structural test procedures cannot deal with the
non-deterministic behavior caused by parameter variations or soft errors. Chips may be rejected during
manufacturing test, even if the test reveals only failures
that could be compensated during system operation.
This problem of “overtesting” has already been addressed in the context of error tolerance and in the
context of functional delay testing [5, 10, 16, 18-20].
Here automatic test pattern generation is tuned, such
that only patterns for critical or realistic failures,
respectively, are generated. In contrast to that, the
scheme presented in this paper addresses robust
designs based on time redundancy. It works with standard test sets and distinguishes whether a failure indication is due to a critical permanent fault or to a noncritical temporary problem.

Dealing with static and dynamic parameter variations has become a major challenge for design and
test. To avoid unnecessary yield loss and to ensure
reliable system operation a robust design has become
mandatory. However, standard structural test procedures still address classical fault models and cannot
deal with the non-deterministic behavior caused by
parameter variations and other reasons. Chips may be
rejected, even if the test reveals only non-critical failures that could be compensated during system operation. This paper introduces a scheme for embedded
test, which can distinguish critical permanent and noncritical transient failures for circuits with time redundancy. To minimize both yield loss and the overall test
time, the scheme relies on partitioning the test into
shorter sessions. If a faulty signature is observed at the
end of a session, a rollback is triggered, and this particular session is repeated. An analytical model for the
expected overall test time provides guidelines to determine the optimal parameters of the scheme.

1 Introduction
In nanoscale CMOS parameter variations have become a major challenge [4, 15]. Static variations
caused by processing and mask imperfections as well
as dynamic variations, including for example power
density and temperature variations or variations in
power supply voltage caused by IR drop, may cause
delay variations [13]. Additional timing problems arise
from glitch propagation or clock shifts at the boundaries between multiple clock domains. Furthermore,
device degradations and an increased susceptibility of
system operation to external disturbances (“soft
errors”) cause increasing reliability problems [3, 4, 14].
A robust design style has thus become mandatory to
improve yield (“design for yield”, DFY) and manuThis work has been performed within the framework of the
DFG-project RealTest (DFG-grants HE 1686/3-1 and WU
345/5-1).
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A straightforward technique to distinguish permanent from temporary failures is to repeat tests with
faulty outcomes. In case of a permanent failure the
same faulty result can be observed again, whereas for a
temporary failure the second test is likely to produce a
different result. However, as the proposed scheme
mainly targets future scenarios with failure rates,
which may be much higher than the typical rates observed in the past, simply repeating the complete test
has a two-fold disadvantage. Obviously, the probability
of a temporary failure increases with the test time. For
high failure rates this implies that even several iterations of the test may fail due to temporary failures. As
a consequence, either a large number of repetitions
become necessary, or yield loss due to “type II errors”
rejecting acceptable devices still remains a problem.
To overcome these problems, the scheme presented in
this paper partitions the test into several sessions. If a
faulty signature is observed at the end of a session, a
rollback is triggered, and only this particular session is
repeated. An analytical model for the expected overall
test time provides guidelines to adjust the parameters
of the scheme, such that the best trade-off between
hardware overhead, yield improvement and test time is
obtained.

have x = X/N patterns. For each session Ti the correct
signature Si must be determined and made available
during test, either by storing it on chip or by loading it
from the ATE.
During test, the i-th session starts with storing the
initial state of the MISR in the backup register. Then
the patterns for session Ti are generated and the test
responses are compacted with the MISR. When the last
response is shifted out, the first pattern of the next
session is already shifted in. Therefore the state of the
test pattern generator must be saved in the TPG backup
register for session Ti+1 before shifting out the last
response of session Ti. At this point the TPG backup
register for session Ti cannot yet be overwritten,
because it may still be needed for a repetition of Ti. At
the end of session Ti, the obtained signature Qi in the
MISR is compared with the correct signature Si. In case
of a mismatch, the test is repeated after restoring the
initial states of the TPG and the MISR from the backup
registers. The number of repetitions is limited by a
user-defined parameter W. If there is still a signature
mismatch after W repetitions, then either a permanent
fault has been detected or the rate of temporary failures
is unacceptably high. The test is stopped and the device
is rejected. The diagram in Figure 2 summarizes this
flow. The actual number of repetitions already performed for a session is denoted by k.

2 Signature rollback
Structural testing can still effectively characterize
circuits with time redundancy, if it is possible to distinguish between permanent and temporary failures. To
achieve this goal, the proposed technique partitions the
test into sessions and triggers a rollback, if a session
results in a failure indication. In the sequel, the implementation of this idea is described in more detail for an
embedded test based on the STUMPS architecture [1].
As sketched in Figure 1, the method does not depend
on a specific test pattern generator.

Figure 2: Test flow with rollback.
The hardware overhead for implementing the
scheme is mainly determined by the backup registers
and by the storage needed for the correct signatures
S1, …, SN. As already indicated several solutions are
possible for storing the signatures. They can be stored
in extra registers or a small memory on chip, or they
can be loaded from the ATE at the beginning of a test
session.
For a given rate of temporary failures, the efficiency
of the proposed scheme depends on the choice of the
parameters W and N. As already pointed out above, the
maximum number of iterations W reflects the acceptable error rate during system operation. If a frequent
rollback during system operation is tolerable, then W
can be increased. Selecting the appropriate number of

Figure 1: Architecture for signature rollback.
The TPG-block can be an LFSR combined with a
phase shifter or a more advanced pattern generator
embedding or decompressing deterministic patterns,
e.g. described in [2, 8, 9, 17].
To realize the test with rollback, a given test T with
X patterns is partitioned into N sessions T1, …, TN, and
without loss of generality it is assumed that all sessions
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test sessions N is a more difficult task. On the one
hand, a large value of N implies shorter sessions with a
lower risk of temporary failures and helps to reduce
yield loss. Furthermore, the time penalty is low when a
short session has to be repeated. On the other hand, the
parameter N determines the number of required reference signatures and thus the hardware overhead for an
on-chip implementation. While yield improvement and
minimization of hardware overhead are clearly contradictory goals, the more detailed analysis of the
expected test time in the next section can help to find
the best compromise.

the scan chains, and the next session can immediately
start with test application.
To determine the expected duration of a session including possible rollbacks in the presence of failures,
let p denote the probability that at least one temporary
failure occurs during a session. Accordingly, 1 - p is
the probability that no temporary failure occurs.
Assuming a constant rate  of temporary failures, 1 - p
can be determined using the exponential failure law
from classical reliability theory [11], and the probabilities 1 - p and p are given by

3 An analytical model for test time

A session is executed exactly k times, k < W, if the
first k - 1 iterations indicate a failure and the k-th iteration does not reveal any failure. The probability for this
constellation is p k1 (1  p) . Since the number of repetitions is bounded by W, a session is executed exactly
W times, if the first W - 1 iterations indicate a failure
independent of the result of the W-th iteration. The
probability for W iterations is thus given by pW 1.
To determine the time for k iterations, it is necessary to distinguish two cases as illustrated in Figure 4.

1 p = e

The problem of finding the number of test sessions
minimizing the overall test time is similar to the problem of optimal checkpoint placement in classical fault
tolerance [11]. However, the solutions from the literature cannot be directly applied, because for classical
checkpoint placement the number of iterations is not
limited. Therefore, in the sequel a specially tailored
model for the expected overall test time with signature
rollback is presented. To keep the analysis as simple as
possible, the model developed in sections 3.1 and 3.2
assumes that no permanent faults are present in the
circuit. The impact of permanent faults on the test time
is discussed in Section 3.3. Furthermore, aliasing in the
MISR is not taken into account, since shorter sessions
also reduce the aliasing probability.

 t app (N )

, p = 1 e

 t app (N )

.

3.1 Duration of a test session with rollbacks
Figure 4: Time for k iterations of a session

If no failure occurs during the test, partitioning the
test into N sessions leads to the timing diagram in
Figure 3, which also sets the lower bound on the overall time for a successful test.

If a session is executed for the first time, then the
scan chains already contain the first pattern at the beginning of the session, and the time needed for the
session is tapp(N). After a rollback, the initial state of
the test pattern generator must be loaded from the
backup registers, and since the scan chains contain the
first pattern of the next session, extra time is needed to
shift in the first pattern again. As soon as the scan
chains are completely loaded, the contents of the MISR
can be restored from the backup register, and test
application can be started. Independent of N, the time
penalty trollback for the rollback is therefore mainly
determined by the length of the scan chains, and the
overall duration of a repeated session is trepeat(N) =
tapp(N) + trollback. Consequently, the time for k iterations
of a session is given by t app (N ) + (k  1)  t repeat (N ) =
k  t app (N ) + (k  1)  t rollback . This results in the
following equation for the expected duration of a test
session with rollbacks.

Figure 3: Minimum time for a successful test
After the first pattern has been loaded into the scan
chains in tload time units, the first session starts with the
application of x = X/N patterns. The test application
time depends on N and is denoted by tapp(N). As soon
as the signature Qi is available, it is compared against
the reference signature, and the result is provided in the
same clock cycle. At the end of a session the first pattern of the next session has already been loaded into
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N. Therefore the minimum test time is lower than for 
= 10-5 and for  = 10-3. But with increasing N the probability of aborting the test is decreasing, which explains the increase of the total test time for a growing
number of sessions. For  = 10-1 even a value of N =
100 is not sufficient to prevent yield loss.

E( t sess (N ))
W 1

=

 (k  t app (N ) + (k  1)  t rollback ) p k1 (1 p)
k=1

(

)

+ W  t app (N ) + (W  1)  t rollback pW 1.
Elementary formula manipulations for geometric
series provide the following expression for E(tsess(N)).

E( t sess (N )) = t repeat (N ) 

1 pW
 t rollback .
1 p

This formula confirms the intuitive conjecture that
shorter sessions lead to fewer failures and less penalty
 t

(N )

for iterations. The probability p = 1 e app
of a
temporary failure decreases with increasing N, and
1  pW (1  p) decreases with decreasing p.

(

)

3.2 Expected overall test time

Figure 5: Test time as function of N (W =2)

For the test flow explained in Section 2, the overall
test time depends on the duration of single test sessions
and on the number of test sessions that are executed
before the test is stopped. As explained in Section 2,
the test is stopped, if the W-th iteration of a test session
still results in a faulty signature. The probability for
this event is pW. Let q = 1 - p W denote the probability
that the test is continued. Then the probability that the
test is stopped after exactly i sessions, i < N, is given
by q i1 (1  q) . Furthermore, the probability that the test
stops after exactly N sessions is q N 1. Using the result
derived in Section 3.1 for the expected duration of a
test session with rollback, the expected overall test
time E(ttotal(N)) can be calculated as shown below.

The yield improvement can also be characterized by
analyzing the probability qN that a test is successfully
completed for varying N. Figure 6 shows the results for
the same scenario as investigated before.

E( t total (N )) = t load

Figure 6: Probability of successfully
completing the test ( W=2)

N 1

+

 i  E( t sess (N )) q i1 (1  q) + N  E( t sess (N )) q N 1
i=1

= t load + E( t sess (N )) 

The curves confirm the interpretations given for the
test times in Figure 5. In addition, they also show, that
mainly two different cases have to be considered when
selecting the parameters for signature rollback. If the
failure rate is in a range such that yield loss due to
temporary failures is possible, but the failure rate is
still relatively low ( = 10-3 in the example), then N
can be selected, such that the test time is minimized. If
the failure rate is higher, but yield improvement still
seems possible ( = 10-2 in the example), then tuning
the scheme just by increasing N would lead to a very
high hardware overhead. In this case, increasing the
number of repetitions W can help to speed up the convergence of the probability qN to 1. This is demonstrated in Figure 7 and 8 by increasing W from W = 2
to W = 4.

1 q N
.
1 q

Figure 5 shows the evolution of E(ttotal(N)) for a test
of the NXP circuit p951k applying 10,000 patterns at a
frequency of 20 MHz [8]. The circuit contains 82 scan
chains of maximum length 1122, the maximum number of repetitions has been set to W = 2, the number of
test session varies between 1 and 100, and the failure
rates range between 10-5 and 10-1 failures per millisecond. The curve for  = 10-5 shows the minimum test
time for the fault free case for all values of N, and for 
= 10-3 this ideal value is already reached for less than
20 test sessions. For  = 10-2 the probability that two
iterations of a session fail is already very high and
abortions of the test are very likely for small values of
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ments has been performed. The experiments described
below assume the scenario reported in [8], where a
deterministic test is embedded into 10,000 pseudorandom patterns for the hard to test ISCAS89 and
ITC99 benchmarks as well as for some NXP circuits.
In all experiments a frequency of 20 MHz was
assumed for the scan clock. For a fixed number of
patterns and a fixed frequency of the scan clock, the
expected test time mainly depends on the lengths of the
scan chains, and circuits with similar scan chain
lengths show similar results. Therefore only the results
for the larger NXP circuits listed in Table 1 are presented in this section.

Figure 7: Probability of successfully
completing the test ( W=4)

Table 1: Circuit Characteristics
Circuit
Name
p330k
p418k
p951k

# Scan
Elements
18010
30430
91994

# Scan
Chains
64
64
82

Length of a
scan chain
282
476
1122

For each circuit and each parameter combination a
random experiment simulating the test was repeated 20
times and the mean value was compared to the result
predicted by the analytical model. In each random
experiment 10,000 test responses were randomly generated and errors were injected according to the failure
rate  under consideration. The results in Table 2 show
that the simulation results closely match the prediction
by the analytical model.

Figure 8: Test time as function of N (W=4)
Now the probability for a successful completion of
the test reaches a very high level already for values
around N = 30. In this region the test time also reaches
its minimum.

Table 2: Results for NXP circuits ( W=2)

3.3 Impact of permanent faults
If a permanent fault is present in the circuit, then in
most cases the test time will even decrease, because the
test is stopped after the session detecting the fault for
the first time. In the worst case, the permanent fault
appears in the last session of a test and there are no
temporary failures in this session. In this case the time
penalty for repeating this session W times is added.
Consequently, although the actual test times are
slightly different in the presence of permanent faults,
the analytical model presented in sections 3.1 and 3.2
still provides valid guidelines to find the best trade-off
between hardware overhead, yield improvement and
test time.

Circuit

N



p330k
(141.5142)

1

10-1

283.0282

283.0280

10-3

160.1862

169.8170

10-5

141.7143

155.6660

10-7

141.5162

141.5140

10-1

43.4021

43.8977

10-3

143.3773

142.9310

10-5

141.5346

143.6390

10-7

141.5148

142.9310

10-1

45.4516

42.2233

10-3

142.4232

141.9880

10-5

141.8053

142.2250

10-7

141.7987

141.9880

10-1

477.0477

477.0480

10-3

289.1365

322.0070

-5

239.0921

250.4500

10-7

238.5295

262.3760

10-1

55.2527

59.6764

10-3

243.5416

238.5340

10-5

238.5812

240.9120

10-7

238.5249

242.1070

10

30

p418k
(238.5240)

1

10

4 Experimental validation

10

As pointed out in Section 3, the analytical model for
the expected overall test time need not take into account possible aliasing in the MISR. To validate the
applicability of the model, a series of random experi-
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Circuit

N
30

p951k
(561.5560)

1

10

30
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-1

40.9890

46.5340

10-3

240.6843

240.9150

10-5

239.0214

240.1190

10-7

239.0025

240.5170

10-1

1123.1000

1123.1100

10-3

802.8271

982.7230

10-5

564.7005

814.2560

10

-7

561.5877

730.0230

10

-1

113.0291

112.4120

10-3

584.3644

584.0590

10-5

561.8713

578.4190

10-7

561.5598

575.6080

10-1

48.4313

48.7383

10-3

570.3057

575.6230

10-5

562.7861

568.1220

10-7

562.6817

563.4330

For each circuit, the test time for the fault free case
is attached to the circuit name to also show the evolution of test time with respect to this ideal case. Further
experiments with varying parameter W showed the
same trends, so that the analytical model presented in
section 3 can be used as very accurate characterization
of the test in the presence of temporary failures.

5 Conclusions
Static and dynamic parameter variations, device
degradations and an increased susceptibility to soft
errors make a robust design mandatory. Recent
approaches efficiently implement time redundancy to
cope with various types of delay errors and other timing problems. While these design efforts try to ensure a
correct behavior in the presence of temporary failures,
testing still has to address the circuit structure to identify permanent faults. The presented scheme for signature rollback targets an improved yield by distinguishing between critical permanent faults and noncritical transient failures. The analytical model for the
expected overall test time accurately characterizes the
test in the presence of temporary failures and provides
the guidelines to find the best trade-off between hardware overhead, yield improvement and test time.
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